
SINGAPORE 2022 MANUAL STUDIO FORM

STUDIO NAME:

AGE CUT OFF - June 3, 2022 - The age the dancer is on this day. Please make sure you do this correctly.

AMOUNT OF SOLOS YOU CAN ENTER - Unlimited (but first in first serve)
AMOUNT OF DUO/TRIOS YOU CAN ENTER - Unlimited (but first in first serve)
AMOUNT OF CHAMPION SOLOS YOU CAN ENTER - One per dancer
AMOUNT OF MR/MISS ENTERTAINMENT SOLOS YOU CAN ENTER - One per dancer
AMOUNT OF MY FIRST SOLOS YOU CAN ENTER - One per dancer (has to be the first time ever competing in a solo on a stage at ANY competition, 
we will allow entrants that did MFS online this year to compete in this if they still havn't been on a stage anywhere)

MY FIRST SOLOS $65 

GENERAL SECTION SOLOS $80 

CHAMPION SOLOS $125

MISS MR GTB SOLOS $90 

DUOS $100

TRIOS $120

GROUP ACTS $100

CANCELLATION/REFUND POLICY
In the event of a Venue or Government directed cancellation of an event due to anything that affects the running of an event (eg COVID-19), Get the Beat will do the following:
1. The event will become an online event whereby each dancer will supply a video of each performance to be judged online with audio feedback and the same prizes we would have handed out, mailed to each 
contestant. This will be well communicated to all competitors. We will also refund 30% of your entry fees if this happens. 
Please understand that GTB is prepared and determined to run every event as planned in 2022 plus put on extra events if necessary to be able to cater to all dancers committed to our events. The events that have 
opened are all locked in, staffed and prepped, the only thing that will stop us hosting an event is if the Government restricts us. It is possible that we may be able to postpone certain events rather than resort to 
videos.

REGO PASSES $25 PER DANCER

TOTAL DANCERS ATTENDING 

TOTAL ACTS

TOTAL COST

IMPORTANT - You must Save this form and send to us via email to 
getthebeatasia@gmail.com, the team will produce an invoice for you 
once submitted
Please contact if you would like a payment plan.

enter the amount of acts for each section below, we will ask for a detailed list closer to the event.
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